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Abstract: People with multi-disability order need more handling than normal people. Smart wheelchair also
developed with conventional mechanism that has more improvement in any aspect such as automatic system until
control system. We develop a way for controlling smart wheelchair with movement of eyelid. In other ways, our
system have capability to recognize state of the eye whether the eyes in opened or closed state. Opened and closed
state in the eye can made a benchmark to control a wheelchair. In our research, we develop a system to recognize
whether eye in the opened or closed state by using Multiple Method consisting of Haar cascade to detect eye location,
Vertical Image Projection (VIP) to extract the feature and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) Neural Networks to
recognize state of the eye. Our method produce an accuracy until 90.32% to recognize eye state. This approach can
be used as an alternate way to control movement such go forward or stop by using their eyelid movement in smart
wheelchair for disabled people.
Keywords: Neural network, Image processing, Image recognition, Face detection, Eye detection, Eye recognition.

1. Introduction
According to data provided by BPS Indonesia in
2010 there were 9.046 million peoples with
disabilities in Indonesia [1], the figure is relatively
high when compared with the overall number of
Indonesian population of around 237 million or
nearly 5% of Indonesia's population with
disabilities. The number in 2010 continues to
increase over time, recorded in 2017 according to
Sakernas there are 21,930,529 people with
disabilities in Indonesia, the number is very much
and will continue to grow.
The number of disabilities people give attention
to develop many invention such as manual
wheelchair until electric wheelchair [2]. One of the
new trends in technology is using sensors for
operating a wheelchairs, such as voice sensor and
muscle sensor [3, 4].
So far people are more likely to use the old way.
In this case, manual wheelchair was chosen by
disability people. By using the manual wheelchair,

they can operate this vehicles with their hand. But
the question arise for people who had multidisabilities like hand and foot deformity. People
with hand and foot deformity can rely to the nurses
or their companion. But, the next question arise
when they had no companion anymore who can help
them control their manual wheelchair.
Recently, some research show that voice can be
used as controlling navigation for electric
wheelchair [5]. But disadvantage for using voice
sensor is very sensitive with noise. Hence, the
condition and environment should be in quiet
condition.
Research on reference [6] also use a sensor
called Electromyography Sensor. It used for
detecting arm muscle signal by put some electrode
on user-patient arm. Electromyography work by
sensing 4 signal which came from the arm user. But,
it is difficult when the patient or user can’t operate
their arm. Even more the worst case when the
disabilities user have no arm anymore. Research by
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Figure. 1 State diagram

Utaminingrum et al. [7] also develop an automatic
smart wheelchair that can run automatically by
detecting obstacles and tracking people in front of it.
But their research did not accommodate control
freely for disability user.
In research [8], they show how to use the eyes as
a wheelchair control, but the problem arises when
eyes must continue to look up for run the wheelchair
forward. User can not seeing the reality in front of
them clearly, they would not actually seeing where
they are going.
From this various problem, we propose a way or
method for controlling the smart wheelchair by
using eye, especially for moving forward and
backward. The wheelchair will move to forward or
stop when eye closing for several seconds, and also
backward too (discussed in section 3).
This paper explore the state recognize method to
find whether eye in open or closed state in still
image. This work are important for developing a
new method for controlling wheelchair especially
for people with multi-disability order, for example
they have no hand and foot that cannot be used for
controlling a wheelchair. This research also can be
combined with other research about controlling
direction movement with eyeball tracker like [9] and
[10] to get the best performance combination. In this
work, eyelid or eye state position can be a basic
command to the console for control the wheelchair
to move forward, backward and stop by using time
duration of eye closeness. By using our proposed
method, time computation for detect eye state can be
shortened and used for real-time.
Our proposed method, Haar Cascade method
and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) neural
network (HLVQ) has developed by combining Haar
cascade for located the eye region in face and LVQ
for recognizing the open state and closed state of the
eye. Using Vertical Image projection (VIP) for
extracting the feature of eye and LVQ Neural
Network for recognizing the open state and closed
state of the eyes using the result of VIP relief the
computation process.

Figure. 2 Haar features

The organization of this paper represent as
follows: section 2.1 are describing about Haar
Cascade Method [11] for detecting and localizing
face and eye region. The blink recognizing schema
was described on the section 2.2. Result and analysis
of research described on section 3. Conclusion and
finalizing are described on section 4.

2. Proposed method
In this paper, we proposed Multi-method by
using Haar cascade for locating eyes area and LVQ
Neural Network for recognizing closed or opened
eyes. By using Neural Network, we must trained the
system first by using image data as shown in Fig. 1.
Image data training are JPEG extension and contain
open eyes images and closed eyes images. We
choose many various eyes type and face type for
data training like oriental face with normal eyes
until Asian face with slit eyes. Data include open
state eyes and closed state eyes in every subject
peoples. There are two steps for recognizing eyes
state, first is locating eyes and second is recognize
the eyes state position.
2.1 Detection algorithm
The algorithm was used for locating eyes area in
the image or video. First, the algorithm are locating
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start from upper left end until under right end. In Fig.
3 shown value 12 in right side (middle) was counted
by summing 1+2+4+5 in left side image.
2.1.3. Adaptive boosting

Figure. 3 Integral image generation, the right side are the
result of integral image process

Figure. 4 Cascading mechanism

face area in the image. After face area was located,
the algorithm begin to locate eyes area in the square
detected before. The problem is there are two eyes
in one face, so we limit the operating process for
scanning with just one scan for getting only one
eyes area.
2.1.1. Haar Feature

Haar Feature was using some several techniques
of Haar Wavelet transform and Integral Image for
detecting spot area in the image. Haar Feature using
some feature that are composed by two or more
rectangle given in Fig 2. There are many research
using this method for detecting an object like people
until animal [12].
These features are used in every image candidate
to find a human face area. When one of these feature
has found in the current stage, the algorithm allows
the image candidate to pass to the next level of stage
for detecting with other features again. Generally,
face candidate is a rectangular section of the original
image, called a sub-window. So the algorithm scans
the entire image until they found a sub-window that
representing a face area in the image.
2.1.2. Integral image

Integral image was used by Haar for accelerating
the process of computation. Integral image are the
second steps on the Viola-Jones algorithm. Integral
image has mechanism for changes the pixel value by
combining the value on the upside and left side.
Integral image mechanism was described on Fig. 3.
Calculating process of integral image are iterative,

Adaptive boosting are implemented by
combining itself with Haar Features for creating the
new strong learner by combining some weak learner.
In general, boosting algorithm add some weak
learner to the one strong learner, and changes its
weight continuously. If the classification are failed,
boosting will add some weight to the data. If
classification successful, boosting will decreasing
the weight of the data. So, in the next iteration
process boosting algorithm will be focused on the
data that have a big weight from unsuccessful
process before.
For example we have the training sample set are
{(𝑠1 , 𝑜1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑜2 ) … . (𝑠𝑛 , 𝑜𝑛 )} where
𝑠1 are
corresponding input feature and 𝑜1 represent the
output of the sample set. 𝑜1 = {0,1}; where “1”
represent a positive sample or the target region and
0 mean negative sample which is not the target
sample. The AdaBoost is computed as :
1 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑗(𝑥) < 𝑝𝜃
ℎ𝑗(𝑥) = {
0 = 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(1)

denote ℎ𝑗(𝑥) are contain “1” when ℎ𝑗(𝑥) lower than
𝑝𝜃 , contain “0” when ℎ𝑗(𝑥) are have another
condition.
Fig. 4 explain the cascading process. Candidate
must pass all stages (1,2,3,4..n) in the cascade to be
concluded as face. If image candidate fail to pass the
cascade, they will be stored in the rejected sub
window. In Fig. 4, T is True and F is False.
2.1.4. Cascade

Viola and Jones Algorithm eliminates face
candidate quickly by using cascade of stages with
increases level of difficulty in every stages. The
schemas are face candidate must pass all the stage
for proofing there is detected face in the image. The
face candidate exit the cascade if they pass all the
stages or failed in any stages. The process are shown
in Fig. 4.
In this research, combined algorithm called Haar
Cascade Algorithm was used for detecting face area
in the image. After face area was detected, the next
step is detecting eye region in the square face that
detected before. Image sample are given in the Fig.
5.
There are two eyes region in the result of Haar
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 5 Face & eyes detection scheme: (a) face
detection result and (b) eyes detection

(a)

(b)
Figure. 7 Cropping eye area only: (a) image before
cropping operations and (b) new image after cropping
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure. 6 Image binarization process: (a) and (c) are
grayscale image, (b) and (d) are binary image

Cascade process. So, the next step is eliminate one
of the two eyes square by limit the iteration process
of Haar Cascade. After we get the eye region, we do
the preprocessing method for get the feature of the
eye image. Preprocessing method are using a binary
image for transforming the RGB image to the 0 and
1 value of image or called Binary Image (represent
at the Fig. 6). The biner process are given in the Eq.
(2) as follows:
0, 𝑖 ≥ 𝑎
𝑏(𝑖) = {
1, 𝑖 < 𝑎

(2)

Denote 𝑏(𝑖)are the pixel result, 𝑖 is the pixel value
and 𝑎 is the threshold that we are used, the value of
𝑎 is 60. If value of the pixel are more than 𝑎 ,
change the value to the zero. If value of the pixel
less than 𝑎 , change the pixel value to the one.
Remember, before we converting RGB image to the
binary, we must convert the image to the grayscale
first. The grayscale process was given in the Eq. (3).
𝐼 = 0,2989𝑅 + 0,5870𝐺 + 0,1141𝐵

(3)

I is the value result, R is red value, G is green Value
and B is blue value in the every pixel on the eye
image.

Eyes region that detected by Haar Cascade in the
previous step are cropped to the square with the
same size of rows and column. In this research we
use the 100 x 100 pixel in the every eye image
detected for cropping size.
Referring to the result of binary process, we
have an area that contain the eyebrows. In the image
square, we see that eyebrows region are in the top of
the image, and eye region are above. In the previous
step, we have 100 x 100 pixel of the eye, so we
divide the image into 2 region, the top side and the
bottom side.
Bottom side of the image are the region that we
will use for next process because that area are
containing eye image. In this research we only need
an eye image in the top side, so we will remove the
top side by deleting that area. After we delete the
top side, we have a new eye image that only contain
eye region without interrupted by eyebrows. Process
of cropping the image are shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 (a) show that image are divided into 2 side,
top for violet and bottom for yellow. Yellow area is
the image region that we will use for detecting state.
We delete the violet area by cropping the image start
from half until down corner, the result was given in
Fig. 7(b). After image cropping process, the result
was a new eye image that only contain eye region
with size fixed at 100 x 50 pixel. That’s image will
be processed later in the HLVQ method for
detecting closed or opened state.
2.2 HLVQ method for detecting closed eye
After system can detect the eye region in face,
the next step is recognizing closeness eye by use the
LVQ Neural Network. By using LVQ Neural
Network, we need to train the system first with the
opened and closed eye image. After training process,
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𝑃𝑣𝑒𝑟 (𝑘) = ∑𝑀
𝑗=1 𝐼(𝑏𝑘 , 𝑘)

(a)

(4)

Denotes M is the height of image, N is the wide of
image and P is the sum of pixel in column k. The
size of the image is 100 x 50 px like described
before. With length of the column is 50 and length
of the rows is 100 , so we get the length of the
vector result of Vertical Projection is 100 shown in
Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 show that open state eyes (Fig.8 (a)) had
more high values than close state (Fig. 8(b)). That
mean we can cluster these data by using the vector
value. There are many algorithm based on vector
that we can implement for this case. In this research
we used LVQ Algorithm for cluster and recognize
the data.
2.2.2. Learning vector quantization

(b)
Figure. 8 Graphic result of vertical projection closed and
open eye: (a) closed eye and (b) open eye

Figure. 9 LVQ architecture

LVQ neural network is the supervised pattern
recognition algorithm that do the learning first [14].
In this research LVQ was used for recognizing state
of the eye whether in close state or in the opened
state. Output of the LVQ training process is the
vector reference use for recognizing closed state or
open state in the eye image.
LVQ is the Artificial Neural Network with
feedforward layer consist of input layer, competitive
layer and output layer. By using LVQ, system
capable to recognizes the eye state by using the
vector (Fig.8) LVQ architecture showed in Fig. 9.
In this research LVQ was used for classified data
training into two different class consist of opened
eye and closed eye. These class classified by the
similar value of the data with vector class that create
before. Euclidean Distance was used for calculating
the similarity between input value and class value,
the Euclidean Distance process are described in Eq.
5 as follows:
2
𝑗(𝑣1 , 𝑣2 ) = √∑𝑁
𝑘=1(𝑣1 (𝑘) − 𝑣2 (𝑘))

Figure. 10 The difference between open eye state and
closed eye state vector data

the system will have a capability for knowing and
recognizing the state of the eye whether in closed
state or in opened state.

Result of Euclidean distance are used for update the
vector weight:
𝑐1 = 𝑗(𝑣 , 𝑤1 )

(6)

𝑐2 = 𝑗(𝑣 , 𝑤2 )

(7)

2.2.1. Vertical projection
Vertical projection is a shape dimension of
image that calculate from image coordinate [13].
Vertical projection was describe in Eq. (4).

(5)

𝑟={

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑐1 ≤ 𝑐2
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑐2 < 𝑐1
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3. Dataset
This research
Data testing
No Data
variation
Opened
1
Eyes
Closed
2
Eyes

focus on the accuracy for

Failed
2
4

Total Average of Accuracy

Data
total
31
31

Accuracy
93.5%
87%
90.32%

recognize closeness eye and time computation
process on the image. From the testing, we have the
result from testing 62 data including 31 data for
open state eyes and 31 data for closed state eyes.
Our dataset also had multiple condition which
taken in different place and different time, also have
different light condition and light position. Our
sample of dataset also shown in Fig. 11.
In Fig 11. There are some samples that show the
contain of our dataset, every data are taken by using
13 Megapixel camera with various image
background and face type.

4. Result & analyse

Figure. 11 Dataset samples

𝑤 + 𝑎 (𝑥 − 𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑑 ), 𝑟 = 𝑇
𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 = { 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑎 (𝑥 − 𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑑 ), 𝑟 ≠ 𝑇

(9)

denote 𝑗(𝑣1 , 𝑣2 ) represent a result of Euclidean
Distance, (𝑣1 (𝑘)) is the vector value of input,
(𝑣2 (𝑘)) is weight value of old vector class, T is
target and C is the result of comparison similarity
between input and the two class, 𝑟 is 1 if 𝑐 more
similar with 𝑤1 and contain 0 if similar with 𝑤2 . 1
and 0 represent the 2 class of vector, 1 for open eyes
state class and 0 for closed eye state. If 𝑇 and 𝑟 are
equal, LVQ will use the first one. But if T are not
equal with 𝑟, LVQ will use the second equation.
The LVQ training process output are the database
reference that consist two different classes of
opened eye class and closed eye class. The output
data was used for reference in the comparing
process that shown on Fig. 11.

Our research used the combined methods of
Haar cascade and LVQ neural network (HLVQ) for
recognize eye closeness state. We use the JPEG file
data for training and testing the system. JPEG file
was capturing by a camera in every respondents, we
choose variation of respondents like white skin until
black skin and big eyes until slit eyes. The variation
of data are important for training the LVQ because
more variation learned have more impact to the
result. Image sample of recognition result was given
in Fig. 12. Fig 12 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the
implement of correct recognition opened and closed
state of the eye. Fig. 12 (e) and (f) are the sample of
wrong or failed recognition opened and closed state
in the eye.
There are many factors that give impact for state
recognition. One of the reason are system can’t
detect eye location correctly. Fig. 12 (f) show that
eye location detection was failed by Haar cascade
method. System automatically process the input
image (in this case, input image is part of the mouth
(Fig. 12 (f)) to the recognition process. So the
system has wrong input image and produce a wrong
recognition too.
Our multiple method can produce 93.5%
accuracy for recognizing open state eye and 87% for
recognizing closed state eye. From these two result,
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Table 1. Testing result using HLVQ proposed method
Data testing
No
1
2

(a)

(b)
Figure. 12 Recognizing result: (a) samples of correct
recognizing result and (b) samples of wrong recognizing
result

we produce an average accuracy 90.32% for
recognizing eye state to be used for controlling
smart wheelchair by using a console system. By
utilizing the results of this study, then this method
can be applied to a smart wheelchair with a camera
that leads to the face for recognition of eyelid
movements. By using video and a timer of the
system it can be determined some conditions that
can be used as a reference in the movement of a
wheelchair.
Our method accuracy was calculated from
correct recognition divided by sum of data. As a
mentioned before our research use primer data for
dataset. We also survey and collect image data from
people who had agreed earlier to become a part of
our research. Our dataset also had multiple condition
which taken in different place and different time,
also have different light condition and light position.
Referring to Table 1, we can get the sum of
accuracy is 90.32% with the failed recognize are 6
images consist of 2 from opened eyes data and 4
from closed eyes. Besides testing, we also calculate
time process for recognizing closed eye and opened
eye from still image.
By combining Haar Cascade (HC) and LVQ
neural network, we produce a new way called
HLVQ method. HLVQ are better than Haar

Data
Data
Failed
variation
total
31
Opened
2
Eyes
31
Closed
4
Eyes
Total Average of Accuracy

Accuracy
93.5%
87%
90.32%

Table 2. Comparison between our method and with only
using Haar Cascade
No
Haar
Function
HLVQ
Cascade
Yes
Yes
1
Face Detection
2

Eyes Detection

3

Blink / closed eye
detection

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Cascade because it has capability for detecting face
and eye region until recognizing closed and opened
state of the eye region, detailed comparison showed
in Table 2. Our proposed method also compared
with other several previous method that using many
approach like horizontal projection [15], pixel value
method [16] and contour circle method [17].
Comparison result showed in Table 3.
Referring to Table 3, our proposed method also
had more significant accuracy result compared by
using pixel value method proposed by Zeeshan et al
[16] and Horizontal Projection method proposed by
M. Wang et al [15] for recognizing eye closeness
state.
Although our proposed method has lower
accuracy than the proposed method by M. Wang et
al, but our proposed method has several advantages
especially it can detect eyes state accurately without
being affected by the motion of the eyeball.
Methods proposed by M. Wang et al have a problem
in the detection process when the position of the
eyeball or pupils is not in the middle area.
Contour Circle method by M. Wang et al [17]
needs to ensure that pupil eyes area are must be
detected and removed. It is become a problem when
pupils accidentally are not in a position that easy to
detect (middle position) and it can caused pupils
cannot be removed correctly and induce unsuitable
Contour Circle fitting and caused wrong detection
showed in Fig. 13. By using our proposed method,
this problem can be solved because our proposed
method not affected by eyeball movements and can
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Table 3. Comparison result of proposed method with three others method
Our
Method

Horizontal Projection
by Wen-Chang et al
[15].

Pixel Value by Zeeshan
et al [16]

Contour Circle by M.
Wang et al [17]

Eyes state detection

90.32%

88.5%

87%

96,6%

Computation time

0.05 s

0.17 s

0.08 s

0.46 s

Table 4. Comparison with contour circle method by M.
Wang et al.
Our
Proposed
Method

M. Wang et al
[17]

Need to detect pupil /
eyeball

NO

Needed

Pupil/eyeball must be
accessible/in the centre

NO

Yes

Available to detect
eyes state although
pupil are not looking
forward (looking to the
left or right)

YES

No

Computation time

0.05 s

Figure. 13 Blink detection using Contour Circle method.
wrong detection caused by pupils are not in the center
(left)

Figure. 14 Blink detection using our proposed method
that not affected by pupil position

0.46 s

recognize the eyes state well although eyeball or
eyes pupil are not in the center or not in the place
that easy to detect, showed in Fig. 14. Detail of the
comparison of the proposed method and Contour
Circle method are showed in Table 4.
In another hand, we can assume that HLVQ
method are more efficient with time computation are
0.05 second compare to 0.17 seconds using
horizontal projection method by Wen-Chang et al,
0.08 seconds using pixel value proposed by Zeeshan
et al and 0.46 seconds using contour circle proposed
by M. Wang et al. Better time computation result
can achieve because our method only works by
adding up the pixel value in every column of eye
image area and calculating it using the Euclidean
distance method inside the LVQ neural network.
HLVQ method has simpler step when compared to
horizontal projection proposed by Wen-Chang et al

that include Kalman filter and S-channel image
extraction process that caused computation time
increased. Our proposed method also has better
computation time compared to the pixel value
method proposed by Zeeshan et al, it is because
pixel value method needs to calculate horizontal
projection and vertical projection and then add it up
to get pixel value result. Our proposed method also
has better computation time compared to the
contour circle method proposed by M. Wang et al, it
is because the scheme process of Contour Circle
method are Face detection - eye detection – pupil
detection - remove pupil – fit contour circle –
recognize, so the total of contour circle method
process are 5 steps. Our method also have more
shorter process that only need 4 steps for detecting
closed eyes, the steps are Face detection – eye
detection – VIP process – LVQ neural network –
eye closeness detection. Those caused that our
proposed method has a shorter computation time
then contour circle method which has been
proposed by M. Wang, that need more steps to
recognize include detecting and removing the
eyeball first.
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5. Conclusion
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wheelchair for basic controlling of wheelchair
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HLVQ method produce 90.32% of accuracy and
0.05 seconds for computation time process. Our
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then can be formed a new and more effective way to
control the movement of the wheelchair by using
eyelids real-time detection for disability user that
had a lot of limited for operate their limb.
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